Who graded what:

Homework #1
- P#1: Yurun
- P#2: Cedric
- P#3: Kevin
- P#4: Sebastien

Homework #2
- P#1+5: Cedric
- P#2: Sebastien
- P#3: Kevin
- P#4: Yurun

Homework #3
- P#1: Kevin
- P#2: Sebastien
- P#3: Cedric
- P#4: Yurun

Homework #4
- P#1: Kevin
- P#2: Yurun
- P#3: Sebastien
- P#4: Cedric

Homework #5
- P#1: Sebastien
- P#2: Cedric
- P#3: Kevin
- P#4: Yurun

Midterm:
- P#1: Professor McEliece
- P#2: Cedric
- P#3: Kevin
- P#4: Sebastien

Homework #6
  Pb1: Yurun
  Pb2: Kevin
  Pb3: Sebastien
  Pb4: Cedric

Homework #7
  P1 Kevin
  P2 Yurun
  P3 Cedric
  P4 Sebastien
Homework #8
   P1 Yurun
   P2 Yurun

Final Exam
   P1 kevin
   P2 RJM
   P3 Yurun
   P4 Sebastien